FBD
Equipment Shutdown Procedures
̴Customer ̴

Purpose
Purpose of this document is to provide you with the suggested basic steps required for you to successfully
power/shutdown your ICEE machine. We will also include some supplemental steps that you can include with your basic
shutdown but ONLY if you are able to access them.
Basic Shutdown
Turn off all barrels
1. Lift merchandiser up to access the display for the unit.
a. For 77X and 37X Series Units:
i. Please see Fig. 1 for reference.
ii. Press the STOP button. Note dialogue box “Stop all Barrels” Yes/NO
iii. Press Green button to the right to select the function of “YES” and stop all barrels.

Fig. 1

b. For 56X and 55X
i. Please refer to Fig. 2 for reference
ii. Press Red OFF button for each individual barrel. If it is a 4-barrel, you will need to press a total of
4 red buttons.

Fig. 2

c. For 35X Series
i. Please refer to Fig. 3 for reference.
ii. Press the RED “STOP ALL” button

Fig. 3

Depressurize Barrels
1. Obtain a suitable bucket or large container
2. Place under each nozzle.
3. Hold nozzle open to dispense product from barrel and continue dispensing until product stops as shown
here in Fig. 4
4. Continue steps for each barrel.

Fig. 4

Supplemental Steps
Turn off supplies to the unit
1. Pictured here in Fig. 5 are shutoff valves for water/Syrup/Co2
2. Turn each valve handle until it is perpendicular to the valve as shown here. Normally the valve handle is in line
with the valve and tubing.
***NOTE*** Not all shutoffs will look like this one pictured. Follow the tubing out the back of unit until shutoffs
are located.

Fig. 5

Turn off Bulk CO2 Tank
1. Locate bulk tank. Typically it will look similar to this one pictured here in Fig. 6. It can be either outside or inside.
Inside it can be found in the back room and outside can be on either side of the building or in the back and
potentially in a small outbuilding.
2. Locate the valve to shut off the CO2 valve as shown here in Fig. 7

Fig. 7
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Unplug Unit
1. Typically the plug for each unit, shown here in Fig. 8 is plugged in directly behind the unit or in the cabinet below
the unit on the back wall.
2. This is a “twist-lock” style plug. Firmly grasp the plug and turn “counterclockwise until it stops, then pull straight
out.
3. An alternate would be to turn off the breaker if it is labeled and you knew the location.

Fig. 8
Sanitize Faucet/Handles
1. Take your spray bottle of sanitize and spray and wipe down front around faceplates and faucets/handles.

